
Finding Freedom
Creating the New You!



“
‘’The best way to predict 

your future is to create it.’’

Abraham Lincoln
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Hello!

I am Marc Lepage
I am here because I love to give presentations 

and I love to help people. 

You can find me at:

Marc-lepage.com
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https://marc-lepage.com/


Peace

◍ Calm the 
mind

◍ Reduce the 
stress of daily 
life

◍ Learn the 
power of 
emotions

Progress

◍ Determine 
your core 
values

◍ Set some 
new ends 
goals

◍ Start to chose 
better

Prosperity

◍ Commit to 
change one 
behavior

◍ Set your new 
mindset and 
routines

◍ Create a vision 
for your future

Three phases of change
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My 5 year process of change...
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● Life and career overview
● When enough was enough
● My first steps to transformation
● Do the opposite!
● Personal growth years
● To infinity and beyond...



The challenges of change
◍ Change will not happen simply because you 

want it to...
◍ Transformation and creating the new you can 

only be achieved by acknowledging your past 
and future emotional states (e-states). 

◍ You will have to supercharge your process with 
purpose by defining your big WHY.

◍ Change will be uncomfortable. Be prepared!
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The 
Emotional 
Guidance 
Scale

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8mEkq8XQbsM
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1rS0QvLXWUHX8Y8h52o-nurs5NpA9Rr1_/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1rS0QvLXWUHX8Y8h52o-nurs5NpA9Rr1_/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1rS0QvLXWUHX8Y8h52o-nurs5NpA9Rr1_/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1rS0QvLXWUHX8Y8h52o-nurs5NpA9Rr1_/view?usp=sharing


 Finding Peace
How to reduce stress, calm the mind, 
and prepare the body for change.



Stay away from the news?
❖ It takes time away from the things that 

are more important.

❖ It is out of your circle of influence and 
control.

❖ It keeps you in a depressed and negative 
state.
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Keep your body healthy!

❖ Eat more fresh plant based and 
less processed foods...

❖ Drink more water...

❖ Add exercise...
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Clearing Your Mental Desk
❖ Identify stress points that interferes with 

keeping your mind calm.

❖ Create the steps to resolve these issues 
and commit them to paper.

❖ Revise your mental desk regularly
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https://drive.google.com/file/d/1aQAiik5duPyGCFYNpN7rQrRutlbZ_UOu/view?usp=sharing


Finding motivation

Answering the big questions of life...



Benefits of Meditation

❖ Calms you down and lets you rest.

❖ Gives you time to think.

❖ Make you the observer of your life.

❖ Give clarity of reality.

❖ Creates new time.
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QmwSRiU9NAU


What is a core value?

◍ Values are the fundamental beliefs that guide 
and dictate a person’s behaviors.

◍ Values define what you commit to doing.

❖ Values focus on HOW you want to live your 
life and WHY you want it this way.
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What is a Goal?

◍ Goals are the object of a person’s ambition 
or effort. An aim or desired results.

◍ A goal is not necessarily the specific ways 
you intend to achieve something.

❖ Goals should shift our focus from the 
process to the outcome.
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Big questions...
❖ What behaviors do I need to change?

❖ Who do I want to become with the time I 
have left on Earth?

❖ Am I prepared for this new world?

❖ What will be my legacy?
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The COB exercise
❖ Bring awareness to current challenges 

and desired behaviors.

❖ Identify your current patterns and their 
impact on you and others.

❖ Choose your first habit to break and set 
your big WHY.
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https://drive.google.com/file/d/1rgmP4TNGzUlZvEEnZsEYCVBYBARIbKv6/view?usp=sharing


The true power of choice
If you choose not to decide you 
still have made a choice.
Geddy Lee - Rush

https://www.rush.com/songs/freewill/


The Choice Matrix
❖ How and why I created this exercise.

❖ There are usually good reasons why you 
created your behavior in the first place.

❖ All behaviors have their advantages and 
disadvantages.

❖ It is time to make realizations and 
conclusions.
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https://drive.google.com/file/d/1wWSFUNNFfx0dIF0ZTgcRC5nkGOiv3giY/view?usp=sharing
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xF0612RzzPI


Bridging the Gap
❖ Understanding the importance of a plan.

❖ Why you need to identify your current 
reality and your desired reality.

❖ Why you need to identify your obstacles, 
your resources, and your next steps.
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https://drive.google.com/file/d/10tQsMV9glbcYtRKoWotgQ8XHXNC8QFE2/view?usp=sharing
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vvWgoyrAUkE


Creating the Vision

When you believe, you can 
achieve...



“
‘’Trying harder is not 

necessarily the solution for 
achieving more’’

Bob Proctor
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Important 
things to remember

❖ The key to longevity is to stay focused on 
your ends goals.

❖ The key to success is resilience and having 
faith in The Compound Effect.

❖ The goal is to have a vision for your future 
while being happy in the now.
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The Vision Board 
of Growth and Prosperity

❖ Having a visually supported vision of your 
desired outcomes keeps you motivated for 
change and on the right path of action. Keep it in 
a place where you can see it everyday.

❖ The effort used in building this board it will 
anchor your WHY and PURPOSE.

❖ Having both sides of the equation is important to 
keep a reference point of where you started. 
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https://drive.google.com/file/d/1iOvCnyCHvn7jHDi48o-iuTo63JtJRDjK/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1iOvCnyCHvn7jHDi48o-iuTo63JtJRDjK/view?usp=sharing
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TFWOS9RpvDs&t=950


THE PROCESS IS SIMPLE, NOT EASY

Imagine it

Feel it

Live it
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Maintenance and Structure

Finding prosperity and abundance…



Physical
❖ The body 

needs to 
function 
correctly.

❖ Feed it right 
and exercise it 
enough...

Mental
❖ The mind 

needs to 
process thing 
correctly.

❖ Imagine and 
create your 
future...

Spiritual
❖ The soul and 

spirit need to 
feel alive and 
respected.

❖ Stay happy in 
the present 
moment...

Pillars of Balance
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Work & Career Health & Wellness Love & Relationships

Money & Finances Family & Friends Spirituality & Faith

Categories of Life
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https://www.mindvalley.com/lifebook/


Total Mindset Daily Routine

❖ Why humans need to follow programed 
behaviors and routines (the body’s 
autonomic system).

❖ Everyone needs different structure since 
we are accomplishing different things.
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https://drive.google.com/file/d/1og_5JErLOHfQU1pXWWlWJ-fRoHiTcy_B/view?usp=sharing


First attempt
❖ Trying something 

for the first time

❖ Realising that you 
want to do better

❖ What can I do now 
to improve?

Get coaching
❖ Go see why it is 

not working

❖ Awareness of you 
patterns

❖ Taking 
responsibility for 
your behaviors

Perfect it
❖ Focus on each 

element of task

❖ Re-Enforce your 
natural reflexes

❖ Incorporate your 
new behavior into 
your life

The 3 Step
Learning Process 
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Next Level Training
❖ Watch my FREE YouTube training series.

❖ Join the Freedom Found Facebook page.

❖ Book and get your FREE introductory 
coaching session.

❖ Visit my Choose Your Path page on my 
website to see what else I offer clients.
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https://marc-lepage.com/choose-your-path/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCNt1c1pukSGohIhjKVHzNIg
https://www.facebook.com/Freedom-Found-315556019105884
https://marc-lepage.com/choose-your-path/
https://marc-lepage.com/choose-your-path/
https://marc-lepage.com/choose-your-path/


Always remember,

You are the creator!
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Thanks!

Any questions?
You can find me at :

marc-lepage.com
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https://marc-lepage.com/

